


13th September

Pop on your PJ’s for a fun day of learning from home!
Reading
Choose a book in your house or on EPIC and read this book to yourself or out loud to someone in your house.

Writing - Weekend Recount Challenge
● Write down 2 things that you DID on the weekend.
● Write down 4 things that you DIDN’T DO on the weekend.
● Ask your teacher to guess what is true and what is made up.

How did they go?
● Remember to write clearly and with capital letters and full

stops so that your teacher can easily read your work.

Mathematics
Number of the Day- See this on
Seesaw.
Bonus task:
Get 2 coloured markers, a pair of dice and a
100s chart (see template below). Take turns
with someone rolling the dice to find the sum,
then move the matching number of spaces on
the chart. Colour the number. The first one to
100 wins!

BREAK
Visit the Spotlight Week website or Seesaw

Spotlight Week

https://sites.google.com/education.nsw.gov.au/tps-spotlight-week


14th September

Style up your locks into something crazy!
Reading - Choose a book in your house or on EPIC and read this book to yourself or out loud to your favourite teddy.

English
Write some sentences in your book about how
you created your crazy hair look today. Don’t
forget to include the items you used and all of the
steps involved!

Mathematics
Draw a picture of each type of Australian money coin. Write the
value on each coin. Then cut them out and put them in order from
the greatest value to the least value. Show a family member.

Bonus task:
Find some coins and or notes in your house and practice adding
the total. Can you use skip counting to help you?

BREAK
Visit the Spotlight Week website or Seesaw

Spotlight Week

https://sites.google.com/education.nsw.gov.au/tps-spotlight-week


15th September

Who’s on your PJ’s for a fun day of learning from home!
Reading - Choose a book in your house or on EPIC and read this sitting outside!

English
Do you have a painting? A number 8? A baby? What do these things
have in common? They all use the a/ay/ai/a_e phoneme.
Your challenge today is to label 20 things in your house that have
the a/ay/ai/a_e phoneme (don’t actually label the baby!)

Be creative. Maybe you have some lazy dolls. Arrange them being
lazy and take a photo with your label.
Make a cake or a daisy chain. Go crazy and have some fun.

Mathematics
Complete your assigned Mathletics
tasks.

Counting by 5s write the numbers 0–120 on
small pieces of paper. Then ask a family
member to hide all the numbers, Go for a hunt
to find all of the numbers and put them in
order starting with 0.

BREAK
Visit the Spotlight Week website or Seesaw

Spotlight Week

https://sites.google.com/education.nsw.gov.au/tps-spotlight-week


16th September

Pop over to Seesaw for a guessing competition!
Reading - Choose a book in your house or on EPIC, call a family member or friend  and read this book to them on
the phone. If they live far away, record yourself reading to them and send them a video instead!

English
Can you write a sentence using
4 of your camera words or
ai/a/ay/a_e words? Can you use
5 or 6 or 8? Remember it needs
to make sense. See what you
can do.

Mathematics
Cryptic question:The answer is 22. What could the problem be? What could the
number sentence be?
Example. 30 - 8 = 22

Cut out the 7 shapes on the Tangram Template on the last page of this program.
Make the following items, using all 7 pieces: triangle, square, house, airplane and
sailboat. What other items can you make? Have a family member guess each one

BREAK
Visit the Spotlight Week website or Seesaw

Spotlight Week

https://sites.google.com/education.nsw.gov.au/tps-spotlight-week


17th September

It’s nearly school holiday time!

Reading
Choose a book in your house or on EPIC and read this book to
yourself or out loud to someone in your house whilst sitting
somewhere comfy!.

Wellbeing
Choose an activity from your previous choice
board grids or take some time to play a
favourite game.

BREAK
Visit the Spotlight Week website or Seesaw

Spotlight Week

https://sites.google.com/education.nsw.gov.au/tps-spotlight-week


Hundreds Chart Template



Tangram Template


